
AG274UXP
27 inch (68.6 cm) LCD MONITOR

27 PC monitor with HDMI 2.1 for next generation consoles, 4K
UHD and HDR600

Superb colour experience
Dive into infinite different video games realms with graphics looking more lifelike than ever before. Our
AOC monitors with a superb colour experience come with over 1 billion shades and an extremely high DCI
- P3. Gamers can also easily customize the colour saturation to their preference.

4K
With a 4K UHD resolution of 3840 x 2160 pixels – four times the resolution of a Full HD display – the
monitor boasts a pixel density that delivers brilliantly sharp images with the finest details.

Light FX
Maximum immersion: our AOC monitors come with special lighting at the back of the device that
illuminates your gaming setup in various colours. Choose whatever colour you like, sync it up with your
other AOC devices and test the different glowing patterns.

Vesa Certified DisplayHDR™ 600
The VESA HDR600 is zone-level illuminated, which means that the backlight of the monitor will bright
differently divided in zones, depending on the requirements that every picture displayed on the screen
needs. Those zones are called local diming zones. Also features a peak luminance of 600 cd/m². Video
games and movies appear to be rendered life-like: deep saturation, detailed contrast and a diverse colour
spectrum create an immersive atmosphere like never before. The VESA-certificate guarantees crystal-
clear high-quality images.

Low Input Lag
Unleash your reflexes by switching to the AOC Low Input Lag mode. Forget graphical frills: this mode
rewires the monitor in favour of raw response time, giving the ultimate edge in hair trigger stand offs.

Height adjustable stand
Raise or lower the screen to suit each individual’s height and seating preferences. The easy-to-adjust
stand ensures hours of working comfort.

Picture by Picture (PbP)
Picture by Picture is a feature that allows you to make use of multiple sources (e.g. from your laptop and
desktop PC) simultaneously and display them on the same screen. Its commanding overview gives you
more control and boosts your efficiency both while streaming, working and playing considerably.

FreeSync Premium and G-Sync Compatible
The most fluid and tear-free gaming experience, no matter what GPU you use. FreeSync Premium ensures
a high refresh rate of at least 120Hz, as well as low framerate compensation for AMD graphics cards.
Those who use a NVIDIA product instead can also enjoy the benefits and let their games run as smoothly
as possible
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Minimal bezel distraction for the ultimate battle station
Expand your view with multiple monitor set-up. The narrow border and frameless design offer the minimal
bezel distraction for the ultimate battle station.

IPS
IPS panel ensures an excellent viewing experience with lifelike yet brilliant and accurate colours. Colours
look consistent no matter from which angle you look at the display

144 Hz
Equip yourself with twice the frame rate of other monitors and say goodbye to image stuttering and blurry
motion. With a 144Hz refresh rate every frame is rendered sharply and in smooth succession, so you can
line up your shots accurately and appreciate high speed races in all their glory.

Logo projection
While the cage draws attention to the back of the monitor, a light bar highlights the front–changing its
colour depending on the game situation, it projects the Porsche Design or AGON logo dynamically on the
table surface

Speakers
Built-in speakers make it easy to catch up with family, friends and colleagues. For movies, music, games
and more, you’ll enjoy quality audio without the hassle of connecting external speakers.

KVM
Share one single keyboard, mouse and monitor between multiple computers with KVM switch hardware.

1ms
1ms response time equals speed without the smear for an enhanced experience. Fast-moving action and
dramatic transitions will be rendered smoothly without the effects of ghosting.

Shadow Control and Game Color
Bring the battle out of the shadows with Shadow Control! Brighten dark areas or sink them back into
blackness on the fly, without affecting the rest of the display. 

Quick switch
Changing your monitor settings while playing against others seemed like an impossible task if you wanted
to win. Don’t miss out on a flawless victory because you changed your settings midgame. Thanks to the
AGON Quick Switch you can save your preferred monitor settings and switch between them with one
simple click.

HDMI 2.1
The latest standard in HTMI technology further boosts higher refresh rates and resolution. This not only
opens new doors for watching content, but also for gamers: HDMI 2.1 enables next generation consoles to
reach their maximum performance.

Screen Shield
The built-in AOC Screen Shield eliminates shadows and glare from external light sources for optimal
visibility of your in-game action.
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General

Model name AG274UXP

EAN 4038986120029

Product Line AOC Gaming

Series AGON4

Channel B2C

Classification Superhero

Section Consumer, Gaming

Gaming style MMORPG, Action, RTS, Beat 'm up, Racing

AGON ✔

Continent Europe

 

Screen

Resolution 3840x2160

Refresh rate 144Hz

HDR Vesa Certified DisplayHDR™ 600

Screen size (inch) 27 inch

Screen size (cm) 68.6 cm

Flat / Curved Flat

Backlight WLED

Panel Type NanoIPS

Aspect ratio 16:9

Display Colours 1.07 Billion

Panel Colour in Bits 10

sRGB Coverage (%) (CIE 1931) 133

Scanning Frequency V: 48-144Hz(HDMI, DP) / 48-120Hz(USB C) - H: 30k-255kHz

Response time (GtG) 1 ms

Contrast (static) 1000:1

Contrast (dynamic) 80M:1

Brightness (typical) 450 cd/m²

Viewing angle (CR10) 178/178 º

Hard Glass Antiglare

OSD languages EN, FR , ES, PT, DE, IT, NL, SE, FI, PL ,CZ, RU, KR, CN (T), CN (S), JP

 

Exterior

Monitor colour Black Red

Bezel Type Frameless

Removable Stand ✔

 

Ergonomics

Vesa Wallmount 100x100

Tilt -3/21 °

Swivel -20/20 °

Pivot ✔

Height Adjust Amount 120mm
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Multimedia

Audio Input Microphone in

Built-in Speakers 5 W x 2 + DTS

Audio output Headphone out (3.5mm)

 

Connectivity and Multimedia

Signal Input USB-C (DP Alt Mode), HDMI 2.1 x 2, DisplayPort 1.4 (DSC) x 1

USB-C Features DP alt mode, Data Transfer (USB upstream), Power Delivery 65W

USB input USB 3.1(Gen2) x 4

USB Hub ✔

USB out ports 4

USB fast charge ✔

KVM ✔

 

What's in the Box?

HDMI cable (m) 1,8 m

DisplayPort Cable (m) 1,8 m

USB cable USB Type-C to C/A m

Power adaptor ✔

Quick switch ✔

Screen Shield ✔

 

Power / Environmental

Powersupply External

Power Consumption On 63W

Power Consumption Standby 0.5W watt

Power Consumption Off 0.5W watt

 

Warranty

Warranty Period 3 Years

 

Dimensions / Weights

Product Dimensions (incl base) (in) 351.5 (H) × 607.7 (W) × 74.3 (D) inch

Product Dimensions (excl base) (in) 425~545 (H) × 607.7 (W) × 352(D) inch

Carton Dimensions 351.5 (H) × 607.7 (W) × 74.3 (D) mm

Product Dimensions (incl base) (mm) 351.5 (H) × 607.7 (W) × 74.3 (D) mm

Gross Weight (incl package) (kg) 13.2 Kg

Net Weight (excl package) (kg) 7.9 Kg

 

Features

Sync Technology G-SYNC Compatible

Sync Range 48-144

Flicker-free ✔

Blue Light Technology Low blue light

PxP (PIP, PBP) ✔

Kensington Lock ✔
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